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Abstract. Let TðEÞ be the tiling space given by the cut-and-project method in

Rd ¼ ElE? with a root lattice L. We will consider the dimension n of the linear

space of the periods of TðEÞ. We present a theorem which determines n from the root

lattice L in Rd .

1. Introduction

In 1981 de Bruijn [2], [3] introduced the cut-and-project method to con-

struct tilings such as Penrose tilings with icosahedral symmetry. The cut-and-

project method was extended to the higher dimensional hypercubic lattices

[5] and to more general lattices [6]. To construct tilings and tiling spaces by

the cut-and-project method, the hypercubic lattices are most frequently used.

However, we are interested in tilings and tiling spaces obtained from root

lattices because it is impossible for some tilings to be obtained from hypercubic

lattices but possible from root lattices (cf. [1]).

First, we recall the definitions of tilings and tiling spaces by the cut-

and-project method (cf. [5], [6], [7], [9]). Let L be a lattice in Rd with a basis

fbi j i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; dg. Let E be a p-dimensional subspace of Rd , and E? its

orthogonal complement with respect to the standard inner product. Let

p : Rd ! E be the orthogonal projection onto E, and p? : Rd ! E? the

orthogonal projection onto E?. Let A be a Voronoi cell of L. For any

x A Rd we put Wx ¼ p?ðxÞ þ p?ðAÞ ¼ fp?ðxÞ þ u j u A p?ðAÞg, which is called

a window for the projection. We define LðxÞ by LðxÞ ¼ pððWx 
 EÞVLÞ.
Let VðxÞ denote the Voronoi tiling induced by LðxÞ, which consists of the

Voronoi cells of LðxÞ. For a vertex v in VðxÞ we define SðvÞ by SðvÞ ¼
6fP A VðxÞ j v A Pg. The tiling TðxÞ given by the cut-and-project method

is defined as the collection of tiles ConvðSðvÞVLðxÞÞ, where ConvðBÞ denotes

the convex hull of a set B. Note that LðxÞ is the set of the vertices of TðxÞ.
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The tiling space TðEÞ is defined as the space of the tilings TðxÞ for all

x A Rd . Tiling spaces are topological dynamical systems with a continuous

Rp action, where a topology is defined by a tiling metric on tilings of Rp (see

for example [8]). Periods of the tiling space TðEÞ are defined to be the

common periods of TðxÞ for all x A Rd .

For L ¼ Zd , C. Hillman characterized the number of periods of the tiling

space. He also constructed periods for given tiling spaces [7].

The purpose of this paper is to extend one of Hillman’s results to the

case that L is a root lattice.

Theorem. Let TðEÞ be the tiling space given by the cut-and-project

method in terms of a p-dimensional subspace E of Rd and assume that L is a

root lattice. Then, rank Kerðp?jLÞ is equal to the dimension of the linear space
of the periods of TðEÞ.

For the general lattices Theorem is not true. We have the following

example. Let L be a lattice in R2 with a basis fð1;
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þ; ð1;�1Þg and E be the

x-axis of R2. In this case it is easy to see that all tilings in R1 obtained by

the cut-and-project method are periodic and rank Kerðp?jLÞ ¼ 0.

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Y.

Hemmi and Professor T. Matumoto for valuable comments.

2. Proof of Theorem

In order to prove Theorem it su‰ces to show that for all x A Rd each

element of Kerðp?jLÞ is a period of the tiling TðxÞ and rank Kerðp?jLÞ is

equal to the dimension of the linear space of the periods of TðxÞ. For con-

venience we assume 0 AWx. By the similar argument we can also prove it in

the case that 0 BWx. We see that a basis of Kerðp?jLÞ consists of linearly

independent periods of ðWx 
 EÞVL. By the definition of the cut-and-project

method, the images by p of vectors in a basis are linearly independent periods

of the tiling TðxÞ. We obtain that the dimension of the linear space of the

periods of TðxÞ is greater than or equal to rank Kerðp?jLÞ.
We first prove the following proposition to show that rank Kerðp?jLÞ is

greater than or equal to the dimension of the linear space of the periods of

TðxÞ.

Proposition. Let ~vv 0 be a vector in ðWx 
 EÞVL such that pð~vv 0Þ is a period
of TðxÞ. Then, there exist a positive integer a and ~vv A Kerðp?jLÞ such that

pða~vv 0Þ ¼ pð~vvÞ.

Proof of Proposition. If p?ð~vv 0Þ ¼ 0, then we can take a ¼ 1 and ~vv ¼ ~vv 0.

So we may assume that p?ð~vv 0Þ0 0. Since the root lattices are integral lattices
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(cf. [4, Chapter 4]), due to [9, p. 52, Th. 2.3] there exist subspaces V1 and V2

which satisfy the following:

E? ¼ V1 lV2,

p?ððV1 lEÞVLÞ ¼ V1 V p?ðLÞ is a discrete lattice in V1,

p?ððV2 lEÞVLÞ ¼ V2 V p?ðLÞ is dense in the nontrivial subspace V2.

The set Wx VV1 V p?ðLÞ is finite since Wx is compact. We put Wx V
V1 V p?ðLÞ ¼ fp1; . . . ; ptg and Di ¼ fpi þ y j y A V2 V p?ðLÞgVWx. We see

that Di ¼ Dj if pi � pj A V2, and Di VDj ¼ q otherwise. By modifying the

indices if necessary, we may assume that Wx V p?ðLÞ is a disjoint union of

D1; . . .Ds ðsa tÞ. Since Wx is compact, there exists a positive integer c such

that rp?ð~vv 0Þ BWx for any integer rb c. Since pð~vv 0Þ is a period of TðxÞ, for

any integer rb c there exists wr A ðWx 
 EÞVL such that pðr~vv 0Þ ¼ pðwrÞ.
Since Wx V p?ðLÞ is a disjoint union of D1; . . .Ds, there exist positive integers

r1 < r2 and s0 such that p?ðwr1Þ, p?ðwr2Þ A Ds0 . Then we see that p?ðwr1Þ�
p?ðwr2Þ A V2 V p?ðLÞ. If p?ðwr1 � wr2Þ ¼ 0, then we can take a ¼ r2 � r1 and

~vv ¼ wr1 � wr2 .

So we may assume that p?ðwr1 � wr2Þ0 0. We put u1 ¼ wr1 � wr2 and let

h be the maximum value of length of line segments of the direction p?ðu1Þ in

W . We take a positive integer c0 such that c0kp?ðu1Þk > h, where k k denotes

the length of a vector. Since Wx is compact, there exists a positive integer c1

such that r0p
?ðu1Þ BWx for any integer r0 b c1. Since pðu1Þ is a period of a

tiling TðxÞ, for any integer t0 b c1 there exists zt0 A ðWx 
 EÞVL such that

pðt0u1Þ ¼ pðzt0Þ. Since Wx V p?ðLÞ is a disjoint union of D1; . . .Ds, there exist

positive integers t1, t2 and s0 with t1 > c1 and t2 > t1 þ c0 which satisfy the

property that p?ðzt1Þ and p?ðzt2Þ are in Ds0 . Then we see that zt2 � t2u1 �
ðzt1 � t1u1Þ A KerðpjLÞ is a non-zero vecor and p?ðzt2 � t2u1 � ðzt1 � t1u1ÞÞ A
V2 V p?ðLÞ. Because the root lattice L is integral and p?ððV2 lEÞVLÞ is

dense, we obtain that p j ðV2 lEÞVL is one to one by [9, p. 55, Prop. 2.15].

Thus we have a contradiction. We obtain that p?ðwr1 � wr2Þ ¼ 0. Hence, in

any case we can take a positive integer a and ~vv A Kerðp?jLÞ that satisfy the

properties stated in Proposition. q.e.d.

We take linearly independent periods v 01; v
0
2; . . . ; v

0
n of TðxÞ, where n

denotes the dimension of the linear space of the periods of TðxÞ. Then

we take vectors ~vv 01; ~vv
0
2; . . . ; ~vv

0
n in ðWx 
 EÞVL such that pð~vv 0i Þ ¼ v 0i for each

i. By Proposition there exist positive integers ai and ~vvi A Kerðp?jLÞ such

that pðai~vv 0i Þ ¼ pð~vviÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. Then we obtain that rank Kerðp?jLÞ is

greater than or equal to the dimension of the linear space of the periods of

TðxÞ. Hence the proof of Theorem is completed. q.e.d.
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